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Staff on Deutsche Bahn’s long-distance trains do not run a        
higher risk of contracting COVID-19. 

This is what the initial findings from a joint study carried out by DB 
Fernverkehr and the Charité Research Organisation revealed. The study 
looked at a random sample of roughly 1,070 train attendants, train drivers 
and maintenance technicians. 

The results show: 

 Train attendants, who usually stay longer on trains than passengers, have 
no increased rate of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies. Those antibodies could serve 
as an indicator to pinpoint increased risk of infection on trains.

 The proportion of train attendants with confirmed SARS-CoV-2 antibodies 
in the sample investigated was no greater than it was in the other 
professional groups. 

 Train attendants had the lowest level of antibodies, at 1.3%.

Spanning several months, the study aims to generate a scientifically sound body 
of knowledge on infection activity on trains.

You can find detailed information on the study here.

About the study: Given the sample size, the results of the testing are 
representative for the population of the employee groups studied. The study 
subjects were given a PCR test with nasal and throat swabs and an antibody 
test. The study served both to ascertain acute infection status and to 
determine whether subjects had had a previous COVID-19 infection. In 
addition, the participants filled out a questionnaire to provide information such 
as their previous illnesses to enable epidemiological findings to be derived.

Together, we can! 
According to a scientific study from DB and Charité, there are no signs 
that train crew members are at increased risk of COVID-19
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Up-to-date information is available online. 

Please refer to the links below for more information:

 Up-to-date travel information: www.bahn.com/corona

 Press information on Corona www.deutschebahn.com/en/presse/
and German Railways 

 Robert-Koch-Institute www.rki.de/EN/
General information on Corona                                                                                  
and health-related issues for Germany

Deutsche Bahn is not responsible for website content linked above. 
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Safe travel in times of Corona.
Together, we can.
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#kapazität 

DB operates as many trains as possible 
to provide travellers with the necessary 

space.

#manpower 

4.300 employees ensure clean trains and 
stations. Starting from a solid foundation 
of 500 mobile cleaners in July, DB plans 

to increase this number to 600 by 
September. 

#sicherunterwegs 

All employees on regional- and long-
distance services wear face masks –

that‘s 19 million masks in total.

#helfendehände 

DB informs and supports travellers with 
announcements on trains and at 

stations, up-to-date information on 
bahn.com / deutschebahn.com, and by 
selling face masks at on-board bistros.

#digital 

Digital helpers such as mobile tickets, 
comfort check in, and capacity displays 

make travel smart and contactsless. 

#solidarität

DB appeals to individual responsibility: 
Those who travel have to respect others 
– wear face masks and keep the required 

safety distance.Abstand halten.
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Safe travel.
Together, we can.

Deutsche Bahn has started an initiative to 
raise standards in hygiene and cleanliness. 
Additional cleaning personnel and new 
cleaning concepts ensure passenger safety 
on trains and at stations in times of Corona. 


